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hink you could ever take Batman's place? 
Yeah, right. Even a furious, armored 
angel of vengeance couldn't hack it. Still, 

lee's be fair-Jean Paul Valley wasn't in his 
right mind. And even for an Azrael, Bruce 
Wayne is a hard ace co follow. 

Bue Azrael's not exactly a pushover--<lon'c 
forget, he's also taken on Bacman and defeated 
Bane. Can he do it again when Bane returns 
for a rematch that'll rage through the heart of 
an earthquake-ravaged Gotham City? And how 
did Azrael go from novice adventurer co 
Batman's stand-in so quickly, anyway? 

le all began in the 14th century, when the 
Knights Templar religious order split into 
dozens of sects, including the Order of Sc. 
Dumas (pronounced du-MAH), named for 

[when) he was an embryo." 
Flash forward six centuries. Genetically 

bred co be an Azrael, with subliminal pro
gramming hidden in his subconscious, a young 
Valley attended Gotham University, his past 
blocked from him. There, a dying stranger 
crawled to his doorstep, changing his life for
ever. It was his father, the then-current 
Azrael, sent by the Order to terminate 
Carleton Lehah, a member who'd abandoned 
the Order co become a criminal in Gotham. 
Plucked from his life as a computer science 
major by the dwarfling Azrael trainer Nomoz, 
Valley inherited his father's title and the job 
of avenging his murder. Bue sent alone to 
hunt Lehah, the new Azrael failed . 

A shore time lacer, when Bane broke 
its founder. To maintain order in their Batman's back, Bats asked Valley co serve as 
reformed brotherhood, they created the his replacement. So, why'd Bacman choose a 

Get Azrael going and he's the best there is at what he does. 

holy assassin, Azrael, a mantle traditionally 
passed down from father to son. "What the 
Order of St. Dumas did was to create capa
bilities in people that could be triggered by 
certain events," says Azrael's co-creator and 
series writer Dennis O'Neil. "Putting the 
costume on is the trigger for all those latent 
abilities that were programmed into Azrael 

novice like Valley instead of Dick Grayson 
(the original Robin, now Nightwing), who, 
because of his experience and training by 
Bacman, seemed like the logical choice? First, 
he respected the face chat Grayson had his 
own life to lead. More importantly, Bruce just 
didn't realize how tenuous Valley's sanity was. 

Valley's intense psychological training. 
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called "The System," was causing uncontrol
lable fits of rage. In addition, the "spectral 
visitations" he was receiving from Sc. Dumas
a byproduct of his conditioning traditionally 
considered a blessing for Azraels-were in 
fact tormenting Valley with violent, delusional 
hallucinations (angry spirits, rooms of fire, 
demon Batmen demanding his shoes!) and 
brutal accusations of incompetence and failure. 
As a result, Valley made many mistakes as 
Bacman and was eventually forced to 
relinquish the role. A failure yet again, Azrael 
had to scare over and begin the hard trek back 
co sanity. But this time, he's got a little help. 

A BOOK Of REVELATIONS 
Things haven't been a cakewalk for Azrael 
since leaving behind the mantle of the bat. Far 
from it. Without St. Dumas, Batman or even 
his college life co depend on, Valley wandered 
Gotham's streets. Desperately needing 
answers, he finally turned to a former psy
chiatrist named Brian Bryan for friendship. 
Bryan, whose alcoholism had reduced him to 
vagrancy, is far from just a peripheral sup
porting character, although the importance 
of his role is a subtle one. "[Azrae/'s] very 
much an action/adventure comic book, but 
the subtext is psychotherapy," points out edi
tor Archie Goodwin. "It's not a text piece or 
anything, but there's some content below the 
surface that makes the story [and] the char
acters richer. Between Azrael and Jean Paul 
there's this very schizophrenic thing. You've 
got Nomoz, who's the Azrael mentor, [but] 
you also need Bryan, who's the human side-
Jean Paul's mentor, or at least advisor." 

le was then that Bacman came to Valley 
with money, the Azrael costume and the 
location of the Order's Ice Cathedral. Bat
man, who was feeling some guilt over having 










